In and [6] K.A. Zaretskii studied Green's relations and ideals in the semigroup ^ of binary relations on a set X in terms of lattioe considerations while R.J. Plemmons and M.T. West characterized Green s relations J. 31 fdl ahd 3) on jJj in [4] by interpreting a relation as a boolean matrix. In this paper we characterize Green's relations, including th^ ^-relation, on by direct composition of the relations. To do this we introduoe the notion of a right (left) skeleton of a binary relation whioh is simply a special subrelation of the given relation.
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Terms and notation not defined here can be found in [l] while Green's relations on a semigroup are as defined in [3] . Let a and [J be two elements of we define their composition d o (3 by ct o |J= | (x,y) e X * X | (x,z) e (i and {z,y)e<x for some z e x}. 
D.I, Adu
In Seotion 1, we introduce the notion of right (left) skeleton of a relation ot in
In Seotion 2, we make use of this notion to oharaoterise Green's relations on Pj. For 1 instance it is shown that two relations a and ¡2 are ¿p-related if and only if their respective skeletons are ^-related. Sinoe the notion of a left skeleton is dual to that of a right skeleton we shall prove our results for only one of them and merely state the other« -896 - It is obvious (see [4] ) that if X is oountable and ot e has a column (row) basis, then « has a right (left) skeleton. We say that a relation <x in is a right (left) skeleton if a = oCj, (a ® oi^ ]). ot is called a skeleton if « r • d « «{. Clearly every permutation of Z is a skeleton. A column (rote) reduoed relation is a right (left) skeleton. The cardinality of 5)(oij) is called the row rank of oc (see [4] ).
The following example shows that a right skeletal set and henoe a right skeleton of a given relation need not be unique. Example 1.5. Let f(1, 3), (1, 4) , (1, 5) , (1, 6) , (2, 1), (2, 2), * [(2, 3), (2, 5) , (3, 1) , (3, 2) , (3, 3) , (3, 4) To obtain a right skeletal set for « we first observe that &(«) «{1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6}, and of" 1 [1] Observe (see [4] ) that (ot~1 [y] | y e $(<* r )} is a basis for |«" 1 We omit the easy proof of the following: Lemma The following example shows that the composition of two right skeletons need not be a right skeleton. S x a m p 1 e 1.12. 
R e m a r' k 2.2.
Observe that any two right skeletons of a relation a in px are right equivalent, by Lemma 1.8, and that oi is right equivalent to c<r if and only if oi is itself a right skeleton. Lemma 1.9 shows that a similar statement holds for left skeletons. If an element ex. of (2> x has a right skeleton, then every member of also has a right skeleton.
Proof. Suppose that (J in is such that (iofoi. Then by Lemma 2.7 and the transitivity of X we have that (3 ofoCj,. Thus there exist «y.ir' epj such that T°P --dp T'«a r = and we oan assume, without loss of generality, that 3(r) and 9( T ') -£{« r ). Since j is also an injection, we conclude that it is a bisection.
It follows that <£)(£) =2)(o( r )
Sufficiency: Suppose that ar and pr are right equivalent. Theby Lemma 2.3, Since by Lemma 2.7 ot=i°tr and we conclude that The last assertion of the theorem follows from (2.11.3) and the fact that 2)(<*r) « 3(«) and 3{(Jr) =3(|3). To verify (2.15.1), let x e3)(o^) and let tx be a subfamily Similarly, if we consider (2.15.4), put = ,A[u] n S) («¿} and define kjSlffy) -P(ffl(a^)J by k(u) = Fu, we can show that k is infective and tnat (2.15.2) holds. This completes the proof of the necessity.
Sufficiency: Suppose that the conditions of the theorem are satisfied. Consider the injection jj^foi^) -PfêHp^)) and put j(x) = Ex for eaoh x eSHo^.J. Let A be the set of all elements x e S)(a. ) suoh that ft, rB"l\ U . r , P,rs"/1 ¿0 » 
